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ON THE SCALAR CURVATURE OF EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS

Fabrizio Catanese and Claude LeBrun

Abstract. We show that there are high-dimensional smooth compact manifolds
which admit pairs of Einstein metrics for which the scalar curvatures have oppo-
site signs. These are counter-examples to a conjecture considered by Besse [6, p.
19]. The proof hinges on showing that the Barlow surface has small deformations
with ample canonical line bundle.

1. Introduction

Let M be a smooth compact n-manifold. An Einstein metric on M is a
smooth Riemannian metric g on M such that

r = λg,

where r is the Ricci curvature of g and λ is any real constant. Such a metric
has scalar curvature s = nλ, so the so-called Einstein constant λ and the scalar
curvature of g have the same sign.

When n < 4, any Einstein metric has constant sectional curvature λ/(n− 1).
In dimensions 2 and 3, the sign of λ is therefore determined by the size of the
fundamental group, and so is really a topological invariant of M . This motivated
Besse [6, p.19] to consider the conjecture that no smooth compact n-manifold
can ever admit Einstein metrics with different signs of λ.

The Kähler-Einstein case superficially seems to support such a conjecture.
Indeed, if J1 and J2 are deformation-equivalent complex structures on an even
dimension smooth manifold M , then there cannot be a Kähler-Einstein metric
with λ > 0 compatible with J1 and a Kähler-Einstein metric with λ < 0 com-
patible with J2. When n = 4, Seiberg-Witten theory [26, 18] and the Hitchin-
Thorpe inequality [15] allow one to make an even more encouraging statement:
if a smooth compact 4-manifold admits a Kähler-Einstein metric with λ ≤ 0,
then it cannot admit any Einstein metric for which λ has a different sign.

Unfortunately, these pieces of evidence are just red herrings. Not only is the
conjecture false, but counter-examples can be constructed as Kähler-Einstein
metrics on products of complex surfaces!

Theorem 1. For any k ≥ 2, there is a smooth compact 4k-manifold M which
admits both an Einstein metric g1 with λ > 0 and an Einstein metric g2 with
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λ < 0. Moreover, M may be taken to be the k-fold product of the connected sum
CP2#8CP2 with itself, and g1 and g2 may both be taken to be Kähler-Einstein
metrics.

It follows, of course, that the relevant complex structures J1 and J2 on M are
deformation-inequivalent.

The proof begins with the observation that CP2#8CP2 is h-cobordant to the
complex surface S of general type discovered by Barlow [4]. While Barlow’s
explicit complex structures on S do not have ample canonical bundle, we show
in §2–3 that suitable small deformations of these complex structures do indeed
have c1 < 0. The theory of the complex Monge-Ampère equation [2, 23, 24, 27]
and some fairly standard facts about h-cobordisms [22, 25] then imply that
Einstein’s equation can be solved on S × S both when λ > 0 and when λ < 0.

Incidentally, the low-dimensional failure of the h-cobordism theorem is illus-
trated by the fact that S and CP2#8CP2 are themselves non-diffeomorphic [17];
cf. [21, 19]. On the other hand, Freedman’s work [12] tells us that just enough of
the h-cobordism theorem survives to conclude that the Einstein manifolds S and
CP2#8CP2 are homeomorphic. Thus, while the “Besse conjecture” still stands
in dimension 4, it survives only by virtue of the existence of exotic differentiable
structures on 4-manifolds.

So far as we know, these are also the first examples of smooth compact man-
ifolds which admit both Kähler metrics of positive Ricci curvature and Kähler
metrics of negative Ricci curvature. However, Lohkamp [20], generalizing an ear-
lier result of Gao and Yau [13], has shown that absolutely every smooth manifold
of dimension n > 2 admits Riemannian metrics of negative Ricci curvature, so
it is only the Kähler condition that gives this last observation any new interest.
Rethinking the 3-dimensional case in light of these last results should serve to
remind the reader that the Einstein condition is immeasurably stronger than the
mere requirement that the Ricci curvature have a fixed sign.

2. Deformations of the Barlow surface

Let F be a quintic surface in CP3 with exactly 20 nodes and no other sin-
gularities. Each of the nodes is locally modeled by C

2/Z2, since the quadratic
map C

2 → �2
C

2 : v �→ v ⊗ v identifies C
2/Z2 with the nodal surface det = 0 in

�2
C

2 ∼= C
3. Thus F naturally carries the structure of a complex orbifold. We

will be interested in the case in which F is a global orbifold:

F = Y/Z2

for some compact complex 2-manifold Y with a holomorphic involution. Using
the theory of Hilbert modular surfaces, one can [8], for example, show that this
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is true of the specific 20-nodal quintic surface

5∑
j=1

z5
j =

5
4
(

5∑
j=1

z2
j )(

5∑
j=1

z3
j )(1)

5∑
j=1

zj = 0,

in a hyperplane of CP4. For more details, see §3.
We will need two basic facts about the surface Y . The first of these is rather

obvious:

Lemma 2. The above surface Y has ample canonical line bundle.

Proof. The canonical line bundle bundle of Y is the pull-back of O(1) from CP3

via the tautological map Y → F . Since this map is finite-to-one, it does not
collapse any curves. The canonical line bundle is therefore positive by Nakai’s
criterion.

The second basic fact is, by contrast, quite delicate:

Theorem 3. The above surface Y satisfies H2(Y, TY ) = 0.

In the interest of clarity, we defer the rather long proof to §3.

Now consider the particular quintic F given by equation 1. The symmetric
group S5 acts on F , and in particular we have an action of the dihedral group
D10 ⊂ S5 of pentagonal isometries, generated by (25)(34) and (12345). This
action lifts to Y in such a way that [8] the cyclic subgroup Z5 ⊂ D10 generated
by (12345) acts freely on Y and such that [4] the involution (25)(34) acts with
exactly 20 fixed points. The so-called Catanese surface X = Y/Z5 is therefore
non-singular, and comes equipped with an involution α : X → X with exactly 4
fixed points. From the above basic facts we immediately read off

Lemma 4. The Catanese surface X has ample canonical bundle and satisfies
H2(X, TX) = 0.

Proof. These follow from general facts about unramified covers. For exam-
ple, since −c1(Y ) is represented by a positive 2-form, it is also, by averag-
ing, represented by a positive Z5-invariant 2-form; such a form descends to
X, and represents −c1(X). In the same vein, the pull-back maps such as
H2(X, TX) → H2(Y, TY ) are necessarily injective, since the pull-back of a har-
monic representative is harmonic with respect to an invariant metric.

Dividing X by the action of the the involution α, we obtain a surface X/Z2

whose only singularities are four nodes. The Barlow surface is by definition the
minimal resolution S of X/Z2. One can show [4] that S is a minimal, simply
connected complex surface of general type, with c2

1 = 1 and pg = 0.
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By construction, S contains four (−2)-curves B1, . . . , B4, arising from the
nodes of X/Z2; in particular, S does not have ample canonical bundle. On the
other hand,

Lemma 5. The only (−2)-curves in S are B1, . . . , B4.

Proof. Because the orbifold X/Z2 has K ample, the underlying variety has a
projective embedding in projective space [3] which lifts to a pluri-canonical map
of S collapsing only the Bj .

Let us use B to denote the union of the four (−2)-curves B1, . . . , B4 in S,
and let TS(− log B) denote the sheaf of vector fields on S with trivial normal
component along the curve B.

Lemma 6. H2(S, TS(− log B)) = 0.

Proof. The Serre dual of H2(S, TS(− log B)) is H0(S, Ω1(log B) ⊗ Ω2). The
latter is [9, Prop. 3.1] exactly the Z2-invariant subspace of H0(X̃, Ω1 ⊗ Ω2) =
H0(X, Ω1⊗Ω2). However, the latter is Serre dual to H2(X, TX), which vanishes
by Lemma 4.

Theorem 7. The Barlow surface S has a smooth versal deformation space of
complex dimension 8. A general point in this space corresponds to a surface with
ample canonical bundle.

Proof. Let ν denote the normal bundle of B. We then have an exact sequence

0 → TS(− log B) → TS → OB(ν) → 0

of sheaves on S. Thus Lemma 6 tells us, in particular, that H2(S, TS) = 0.
Kodaira-Spencer theory thus gives us a smooth versal deformation of S with
tangent space H1(S, TS), the dimension of which is h1(S, TS) = −χ(S, TS) =
(5c2 − 7c2

1)/6 = (5 · 11 − 7 · 1)/6 = 8. (Note that H0(S, TS) = 0 because S is of
general type.)

Now for each j = 1, . . . , 4, define TS(− log Bj) to be the sheaf of holomorphic
vector fields with trivial normal component along the curve Bj . We then have
exact sequences

0 → TS(− log B) → TS(− log Bj) → OB̄j
(ν) → 0,

where B̄j = ∪j �=kBk is the complement of Bj ⊂ B. Thus the natural maps
H1(S, TS(− log Bj)) → H1(S, TS) have images of codimension 1. Choose a
curve through the base-point of the Kodaira-Spencer family, parameterized by
an embedding of the unit disk ∆ ⊂ C, which is not tangent to any of these
hyperplanes. Let S → ∆ be the induced family with central fiber S. By con-
struction, the Kodaira-Spencer map of this family at zero does not take values
in H1(S, TS(− log Bj)) for any j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now there are only finitely many
classes a ∈ H2(S, Z) such that c1 · a = 0 and a · a = −2, since c2

1 > 0 and the
intersection form is of Lorentz type. Since q(S) = 0, each such a corresponds to
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a unique holomorphic line bundle La,t → St for each t ∈ ∆, where St is the fiber
over t. We have h0(St, La,t) ≤ 1 for all (a, t), since (−2) curves are necessarily
isolated, so semi-continuity [14, §10.5] implies that, for each a, the set of t ∈ ∆
where h0(St, La,t) = 1 is closed in the analytic Zariski topology. Now suppose
there were such an a such that 0 ∈ ∆ wasn’t isolated in {t ∈ ∆ | h0(St, La,t) = 1}.
Then we would have h0(St, La,t) = 1 ∀t ∈ ∆, and the direct image theorem [14,
§10.5] would assert the existence of a section of Lt,a which is non-trivial for each
t and depends holomorphically on t. Thus there would be a family of (−2)-
curves in the fibers of S → ∆ depending smoothly on the base, and in particular
it would follow that a = [Bj ] for some j. Moreover, we would have a family
of curves Bj,t ⊂ St depending holomorphically on t, so that S actually comes
from a deformation of the pair (S, Bj). But its Kodaira-Spencer map at the
base-point would therefore take values in H1(S, TS(− log Bj)), in contradiction
to our assumptions. This shows that there is a non-empty subset of points in the
Kodaira-Spencer space corresponding to surfaces without (−2)-curves; and by
semi-continuity, this non-empty subset is the complement of an analytic subset.
It follows [5] that the general point of the Kodaira-Spencer space corresponds to
a surface with ample canonical bundle.

For the experts, the above elementary argument may be considerably short-
ened by invoking the results of [7, 10]. Indeed, from this point of view, Lemma

6 asserts that there is a smooth submersion Def (X/Z2)
ψ→ LX/Z2 , where LX/Z2

is the local deformation space of the four nodes of X/Z2. Thus by [10, (1.8)],
we have a fiber product of smooth manifolds

Def (S) → LS

↓ ↓β

Def (X/Z2)
ψ→ LX/Z2

where β : C
4 → C

4 is given by (zj) �→ (z2
j ). Thus a general deformation of S

has a smooth canonical model — i.e. has ample canonical bundle.

3. Vanishing theorems for nodal surfaces

In this section, we will prove the key vanishing result Theorem 3. We will do
this by first proving some general results concerning the following class of nodal
surfaces:

Definition 1. Let x �→ [aij(x)] be a linear map from C
4 to the space of sym-

metric n × n matrices, and let F ⊂ CP3 denote the surface of degree n de-
fined by det([aij(x)]) = 0. Suppose that the only singular points at which
rank[aij(x)] ≤ n − 2 are nodes. Then we shall say that F is a nodal linearly
symmetric surface of degree n.

It turns out that there are precisely
(
n+1

3

)
nodes [8], which we shall denote

by pj ∈ F , j = 1, . . . ,
(
n+1

3

)
. Let F̃ be the smooth surface obtained by blowing
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up these nodes, let π : F̃ → F be the blowing-down map, and set Aj = π−1(pj).
The Aj are thus disjoint (−2)-curves, and we denote their union by A = ∪jAj .
Setting OF̃ (H) = π∗OF (1) and r = [n

2 ], there is then a divisor L on F̃ such that
2L = A + (2r + 1− n)H. It was shown in [8, Theorem 2.19] that h0(F̃ ,O(rH −
L)) = n, and the base locus of the system |rH − L| is empty. We thus have
a holomorphic map ε : F̃ → CP3 × CPn−1 given by |H| × |rH − L|, and ε is
an embedding, since |H| alone suffices away from the nodes and |rH − L| is a
degree-1 embedding on each Aj . It was also shown that, relative to a suitable
basis vj , j = 1, . . . , n for H0(F̃ ,O(rH − L)), the image of ε is exactly given by
the equations

n∑
j=1

aij(x)vj = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

As was pointed out by L. Ein, this proves the following useful fact:

Lemma 8. The blow-up F̃ of such a surface F of degree n at its nodes is a
complete intersection of n hypersurfaces in CP3 × CPn−1 of bidegree (1, 1).

In particular, if F̃ is smooth, its normal bundle in CP3 × CPn−1 is just the
restriction of [O(1, 1)]⊕n to F̃ . We also get the following useful vanishing result:

Lemma 9. If n > 4, then

H1(F̃ ,O(a, b)) = 0

provided that

• a, b ≥ −1; or
• b < 2, a < n − 2; or
• −1 ≤ a ≤ n − 3; or
• −1 ≤ b ≤ 1.

Moreover,
H0(CP3 × CPn−1,O(a, b)) −→ H0(F̃ ,O(a, b))

is surjective provided that

• a, b ≥ 0; or
• b < 3, a < n − 1; or
• 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 2; or
• 0 ≤ b ≤ 2.

Proof. Let E = [OCP3×CPn−1(−1,−1)]⊕n. Because F̃ is a complete intersection,
we have the Koszul complex

0 → ΛnE → · · · → Λ2E → E → OCP3×CPn−1 → OF̃ → 0,

and we may tensor this with O(a, b) to obtain an exact complex

0 → E−n → · · · → E−2 → E−1 → O(a, b) → OF̃ (a, b) → 0.
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Since a sum of line bundles on a projective space can only have non-trivial coho-
mology in the top or bottom dimension, the Künneth formula tells us that this
complex always satisfies Hi(E−j) = 0 when i �∈ {0, 3, n− 1, n + 2}. By breaking
the complex into short exact sequences, it thus follows that H1(F̃ ,O(a, b)) = 0
whenever H3(E−2) = Hn−1(E−(n−2)) = 0. But E−2 is a direct sum of copies of
O(a − 2, b − 2), so that H3(E−2) = 0 provided that a > −2 or b < 2. Similarly,
since E−(n−2) is a direct sum of copies of O(a − (n − 2), b − (n − 2)), we have
Hn−1(E−(n−2)) = 0 provided that a < n − 2 or b > −2.

The same splicing argument shows that the surjectivity of

H0(CP3 × CPn−1,O(a, b)) −→ H0(F̃ ,O(a, b))

follows whenever H3(E−3) = Hn−1(E−(n−1)) = 0. Since E−3 and E−(n−1) are
respectively sums of copies of O(a − 3, b − 3) and O(a − (n − 1), b − (n − 1)),
one has a > −1 or b < 3 ⇒ H3(E−3) = 0, and a < n − 2 or b > −1 ⇒
Hn−1(E−(n−1)) = 0.

This, incidentally, yields a sharpening of [8, Proposition 2.25]:

Corollary 10. Let pj ∈ CP3 be the node points of F , as before, and for each j =
1, . . . ,

(
n+1

3

)
, consider the condition of passing through pj as a linear constraint

on the linear system of surfaces of degree (n − 1) in CP3. Then these
(
n+1

3

)
conditions are linearly independent.

Proof. The restriction map

H0(CP3 × CPn−1,O(0, 2)) → H0(F̃ ,O(0, 2))

is surjective by Lemma 9, and it is injective by the same reasoning. However,
OF̃ ((n − 1)H − A) = OF̃ (0, 2) by construction. Thus

h0(F̃ ,O((n − 1)H − A)) = h0(CP3 × CPn−1,O(0, 2)) =
(

n + 1
2

)
.

But the restrict-and-pull-back map H0(CP3,O(n − 1)) → H0(F̃ ,O((n − 1)H))
is also an isomorphism, so H0(F̃ ,O((n − 1)H − A)) can be identified with the
subspace of H0(CP3,O(n − 1)) consisting of sections which vanish at the pj .
Since (

n + 1
2

)
=

(
n + 2

3

)
−

(
n + 1

3

)
= h0(CP3,O(n − 1)) − #{pj},

the claim therefore follows.

We now specialize to the n = 5 case. Let F be a linearly symmetric quintic
whose only singularities are its 20 nodes; an example is [8] given by equation
(1). Thus F̃ is smooth. Moreover, A = 2L, so there is a double branched cover
Ỹ ramified exactly over the exceptional curves Aj . The inverse image of each
Aj is an (−1)-curve Ej , and we may blow these 20 disjoint (−1)-curves down
to obtain a smooth surface Y , which comes equipped with a natural involution
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Φ : Y → Y corresponding to the sheet-interchanging map Φ̃ : Ỹ → Ỹ of Ỹ → F̃ .
We thus have F = Y/Z2, realizing F as a global orbifold, exactly as claimed in
§2.

We are now prepared to prove the key vanishing result used in the previous
section:

Theorem 3. Let Y be as above. Then H2(Y, TY ) = 0.

Proof. The Serre dual of H2(Y, TY ) is H0(Y,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2), and the latter can be
identified with H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2) as a consequence of Hartogs’ theorem. Let us
express the latter in terms of the (±1)-eigenspaces of the action of Φ̃:

H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2) = H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)+ ⊕ H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)−.

By standard formulae [9, Prop. 3.1], these eigenspaces have direct interpretations
on F̃ :

H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)+ = H0(F̃ , Ω1(log A) ⊗ Ω2)
H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)− = H0(F̃ , Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 ⊗ L).

In fact, however, by [10, Proposition 1.6], the first statement has an ostensible
strengthening:

H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)+ = H0(F̃ , Ω1 ⊗ π∗ωF ) = H0(F̃ , Ω1 ⊗ Ω2).

This strengthening is Serre dual to the equality

H2(F̃ , T F̃ (− log A)) = H2(F̃ , T F̃ ),

which follows directly [7, Corollary 1.3] from the observation that F has defor-
mations which smooth all its nodes.

Let us now compute H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)+ = H0(F̃ , Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 ⊗ L). By Lemma
8, F̃ is the complete intersection of five hypersurfaces in CP3 × CP4 of bidegree
(1, 1). The canonical line bundle of F̃ is therefore

Ω2
F̃

= OF̃ (−4,−5) ⊗OF̃ (5, 5) = OF̃ (1, 0),

whereas
O(L) = O(2H) ⊗ [O(2H − L)]∗ = OF̃ (2,−1).

Thus our objective is to show that H0(Ω1
F̃
(3,−1)) vanishes. Because H1(F̃ ,

O(2,−2)) = 0 by Lemma 9, tensoring the conormal bundle sequence

0 → [OF̃ (−1,−1)]⊕5 → Ω̂1 → Ω1
F̃
→ 0

with O(3,−1) shows that it is enough to ascertain the vanishing of H0(F̃ ,
Ω̂1(3,−1)), where Ω̂1 = Ω1

P×P
⊗OF̃ is the restriction of the cotangent bundle of

CP3 × CP4 to F̃ . However, tensoring the Euler exact sequence

0 → Ω̂1 → [O(−1, 0)]⊕4 ⊕ [O(0,−1)]⊕5 → O⊕O → 0
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with OF̃ (3,−1) tells us that

H0(F̃ , Ω̂1(3,−1)) ⊂ [H0(F̃ ,O(3,−2))]⊕4 ⊕ [H0(F̃ ,O(2,−1))]⊕5.

On the other hand, H0(CP3×CP4,O(3,−2)) → H0(F̃ ,O(3,−2)) and H0(CP3×
CP4,O(2,−1)) → H0(F̃ ,O(2,−1)) are both surjective by Lemma 9; and since
the relevant line bundles on CP3 × CP4 obviously do not admit non-trivial sec-
tions, we conclude that H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)− = 0.

To finish the proof, we now compute H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗Ω2)+ = H0(F̃ , Ω1 ⊗Ω2) by
the same method. Indeed, Ω1

F̃
⊗Ω2

F̃
= Ω1

F̃
(1, 0), and the conormal sequence tells

us that

H0(F̃ , Ω̂1(1, 0)) → H0(F̃ ,Ω1(1, 0)) → [H1(F̃ ,O(0,−1))]⊕5

is exact. Since H1(F̃ ,O(0,−1)) = 0 by Lemma 9, we need only verify that
H0(F̃ , Ω̂1(1, 0)) vanishes, too. Now the Euler sequence tells us that

H0(F̃ , Ω̂1(1, 0)) = ker


 [H0(F̃ ,O)]⊕4

⊕
[H0(F̃ ,O(1,−1))]⊕5


 →


 H0(F̃ ,O(1, 0))

⊕
H0(F̃ ,O(1, 0))


 .

However, H0(F̃ ,O(1,−1)) = 0 by Lemma 9, and [H0(F̃ ,O)]⊕4→H0(F̃ ,O(1, 0))
is manifestly injective. Thus H0(Ỹ ,Ω1 ⊗ Ω2)+ = 0, and the result follows.

It is worth noting that the above result depends heavily on the assumption
that F is quintic. Indeed, one can use much the same argument to show that
the the vanishing assertion definitely fails iff n � 5.

4. Einstein manifolds and smooth topology

We begin by recalling that two smooth compact oriented n-manifolds are said
to be h-cobordant [22] if there is a compact oriented (n + 1)-manifold W whose
boundary is M ∪ N̄ , and such that the inclusion of either boundary component
is a homotopy equivalence; here N̄ denotes the orientation-reversed version of
N . One then says that W is an h-cobordism from M to N . This defines an
equivalence relation on the set of all n-manifolds, since gluing two h-cobordisms
end-to-end yields a new h-cobordism. This equivalence relation is also compati-
ble with Cartesian products:

Lemma 11. Let M and N be h-cobordant manifolds. Then their Cartesian
self-products M × M and N × N are also h-cobordant. Moreover, the iterated
self-products M×k = M × · · · × M and N×k = N × · · · × N are h-cobordant for
any k ≥ 1.

Proof. If W is a an h-cobordism between M and N , then M × W is an h-
cobordism between M × M and M × N , whereas W × N is an h-cobordism
between M × N and N × N ; gluing these end-to-end then gives the desired
h-cobordism.
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The iterated case follows similarly, using induction. Namely, if Wk−1 is an h-
cobordism from M×(k−1) to N×(k−1), then M×Wk−1 is an h-cobordism between
M×k and M ×N×(k−1), whereas W ×N×(k−1) is an h-cobordism between M ×
N×(k−1) and N×k.

This observation allows one to prove the following useful fact:

Proposition 12. Let M and N be two smooth simply connected compact 4-
manifolds with equal Euler characteristics χ(M) = χ(N) and signatures τ(M) =
τ(N) �≡ 0 mod 16. Then M × M is diffeomorphic to N × N . Moreover, the
iterated Cartesian self-products M×k and N×k are diffeomorphic for any k > 1.

Proof. By Rochlin’s theorem [1], M and N are not spin, and so have odd
intersection form. Since b2(M) = b2(N) and τ(M) = τ(N), the intersection
forms of M and N are therefore isomorphic by the Minkowski-Hasse classification
[16] (supplemented by Donaldson’s thesis [11] in the case of definite forms). A
theorem of Wall [25] therefore tells us that M and N are h-cobordant. By
the previous lemma, it follows that of M×k and N×k are h-cobordant for any
k. But for any k > 1, these are simply connected compact smooth manifolds
of dimension > 5, so Smale’s h-cobordism theorem [22] asserts that they are
diffeomorphic, as claimed.

Corollary 13. Let S denote the Barlow surface, and let R denote the rational
complex surface CP2#8CP2. Then S×k is diffeomorphic to R×k for all k > 1.
In particular, S × S is diffeomorphic to R × R.

Proof. Both R are S are simply connected complex surfaces with c2
1 = 1 and

pg = 0. Thus both have χ = 11 and τ = −7 �≡ 0 mod 16. The claim thus follows
from the preceding result.

Theorem 14. Let R = CP2#8CP2. Then the 8-manifold R × R admits Ein-
stein metrics of both positive and negative scalar curvatures. Similarly, the 4k-
manifold R×k admits Einstein metrics of both positive and negative scalar cur-
vatures for all k > 1. Moreover, the relevant Einstein metrics can be constructed
so as to be Kähler with respect to suitable complex structures.

Proof. By Theorem 7, the Barlow surface (S, J0) has deformations with ample
canonical line bundle. If Jt is any complex structure on S with this property,
the work of Aubin and Yau [2, 27] tells us that there is a unique Einstein metric
gS on S which is Kähler with respect to Jt and has scalar curvature −1. On the
other hand, if J̃ is a complex structure on R corresponding to a blow-up of CP2

at 8 points in general position, then Tian [23], building on his joint work with
Yau [24], has shown that R admits an Einstein metric gR of scalar curvature +1
which is Kähler with respect to J̃ .

Now because the Ricci tensor of any Riemannian product is the direct sum
of the Ricci tensors of the factors, any Riemannian product of two Einstein
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manifolds with the same value of λ is again Einstein. In particular, Cartesian
self-products of Einstein manifolds are always Einstein, and, moreover, Cartesian
self-products of Kähler-Einstein manifolds are always Kähler-Einstein. Thus
R×k admits Kähler-Einstein metrics with positive scalar curvature, and S×k

admits Kähler-Einstein metrics with negative scalar curvature. But by the above
Corollary, these manifolds are diffeomorphic, and the relevant Einstein metrics
may therefore both be considered as living on R×k.
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Note added in proof. After seeing this paper in e-print form, D. Kotschick
informed us that he had obtained some similar results, and he later described
his arguments in an article, Einstein Metrics and Smooth Structures, circulated
on May 20, 1997. Kotschick relies on a construction of Craighero and Gattazzo
(Rend. di Padova 91 (1994), 185–198) of a surface with the same invariants
as the Barlow surface, and on a recent Duke e-print of Dolgachev and Werner
asserting that the Craighero-Gattazzo surface is simply connected and has am-
ple canonical bundle. While it remains unclear whether the Craighero-Gattazzo
surface is in fact a deformation of the Barlow surface, we note that Theorem
7 was announced by the first author at the Warwick Euroconference in July,
1996, where he outlined a classification of Barlow-type surfaces possessing three
hyperelliptic curves in the bicanonical pencil. We would also like to mention
that Yongman Lee (Unobstructed Deformation of a Determinental Barlow Sur-
face, preprint, May, 1997, and Univ. of Utah thesis, June, 1997) obtained an
independent proof of Theorem 7.
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